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FREE SHIPPING ON EVERY ORDER
Period. Every day. No minimums. Our commitment to you.

6 WAYS TO ORDER
• Visit gale.com/thorndikepress

• Email gale.printorders@cengage.com

• Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4

• Fax 1.800.558.4676

• Contact your library sales consultant 
gale.com/repfinder/thorndike

• Explore availability through all major 
wholesalers

SIMULTANEOUS 
RELEASE TITLES

Did you know that Thorndike 
Press publishes more than 250 
Large Print titles simultaneously 
with the original publisher’s 
standard print edition each year? 
Everyone can read Large Print, 
so buy additional copies of those 
high-demand titles in a format all 
your patrons can enjoy. 

SERIES COMPLETE OFFERS
Whenever we publish a title that 
completes a series, you save $$. 
You can purchase a complete 
series at a 25% discount with 
free shipping, by ordering direct 
online at gale.com/thorndike or 
by contacting your library sales 
consultant.

STANDING ORDERS
Numbers appearing with titles 
indicate the Standing Order tier 
level. For Standing Order plan 
and tier descriptions, go to our 
website at gale.com/thorndike/
standingorders.

All Standing Order prices listed in 
this catalog include discount. Not 
available in Canada.

PLEASE NOTE
Actual Large Print covers may be 
different from those appearing 
in this catalog. Book prices 
and release dates may change 
according to original publishers’ 
schedules. U.S. currency only.
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WHY SUBSCRIBE?

Tap into 
Our Fully 
Developed 
Collections

CONVENIENCE – Titles are shipped on a regular basis and arrive 
shelf ready.

QUALITY – Our plans feature bestsellers, popular series, recognized 
authors, book club picks, and strong midlist titles.

VALUE – There’s no contract, no lock-in, no worries. You can update 
your plan at any time.

FLEXIBILITY – Additional pricing and plan options are available, 
based on your library’s unique needs and budget.

Standing order plans 
make the most of your 
collection development 
time and budget. Readers 
get the top picks they’re 
seeking. The orders 
are shipped monthly or 
quarterly, depending on 
the plan you choose. 
Best of all, you enjoy 
15–25% off hardcovers 
and 25–40% off 
softcovers. You can start 
or stop a standing order 
at any time.

 LEARN MORE SUBSCRIBE TODAY

800.223.1244 Ext. 4

gale.com/thorndike-standing-order-plans
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THE INHERITANCE
JoAnn Ross
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
When Jackson Swann dies, his daughters, 
each born to a different mother, discover 
they’re now responsible for the family’s 
vineyard. Tess is suffering from an identity 

crisis. Charlotte discovers her husband has fallen in love 
with another woman. Natalie has dreaded the day Tess 
and Charlotte find out she’s the daughter their father kept. 
The sisters are enchanted by the Swann family matriarch, 
whose stories of WWII France and love for an American 
soldier reveal the legacy they've each inherited.

L.A. WEATHER
María Amparo Escandón
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
REESE’S BOOK CLUB PICK
ON OVER 10 BEST BOOK LISTS

“A warmhearted domestic drama with political 
undercurrents makes for fun reading.” — Kirkus

L.A. is parched and all Oscar desperately wants is a little 
rain. His wife, Keila, desperate for a life with a little more 
intimacy and a little less Weather Channel, feels she has no 
choice but to end their marriage. Their three daughters are 
blindsided and left questioning everything they know. Each 
will have to take a critical look at her own relationships and 
make some tough decisions along the way.

DAMNATION SPRING
Ash Davidson
NATIONAL BESTSELLER
ON 7 MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK LISTS
Rich Gundersen and his wife, Colleen, are 
raising their son near Damnation Grove, a 
swath of redwoods on which the Sanderson 
Timber Co., plans to make a killing. When 

the opportunity arises to buy 24-7 Ridge Rich grabs it. 
For decades, the herbicides the logging company uses 
were considered harmless. But Colleen is no longer sure. 
As mudslides take out hillsides and salmon vanish from 
creeks, her search for answers threatens to unravel not 
just Rich’s plans for the 24-7, but their marriage too.

SOMETHING WILD
Hanna Halperin
Tanya and Nessa Bloom travel to Boston 
to help their mother move out of their 
childhood home. What they don’t expect is 
to expose a horrifying truth: their mother 
is in a violent relationship. As Tanya urges 
Lorraine to get a restraining order, Nessa 

struggles to reconcile her fondness for their stepfather 
with his capacity for brutality. Their differing responses to 
the abuse bring up the sisters’ shared secret — a traumatic 
experience from their adolescence has shaped their 
relationship with each other and the men in their life. In 
the midst of this family crisis, they have no choice but to 
reckon with the past and face each other in the present.

ISBN: 9781432893071  |  $33.99 U.S.  
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Basic 5, 6, 7 & 8.

ISBN: 9781432893057  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Women's Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/202
Available in Basic 7 & 8.

ISBN: 9781432893064  |  $32.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021 
Available in Basic 6, 7 & 8.

ISBN: 9781432893040  |  $30.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Basic 8.

WISH YOU WERE HERE
Jodi Picoult
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #1 TITLE
Diana O’Toole is perfectly on track. She will be married by 30, done having kids by 35, and 
move to the New York City suburbs, all while climbing the professional ladder in the art 
auction world. She’s not engaged yet, but she knows her boyfriend, Finn, a surgical resident, 
is about to propose on their getaway to the Galápagos. Then a virus appears and Finn breaks 
the news: It’s all hands on deck at the hospital. He has to stay behind. You should still go, he 
assures her, since it would be a shame for their trip to go to waste. So, reluctantly, she goes. 
Completely isolated, Diana finds herself examining her relationships, her choices, and herself.

  |  ISBN: 9781432893088  |  $38.99 U.S.  
Women's Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

BASIC  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF
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CORE  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

THE BECOMING
The Dragon Heart Legacy • Book 2
Nora Roberts
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #3 TITLE
The world of magick and the world of man have long been estranged from one another — 
but some can walk between the two — including Breen Siobhan Kelly. She's just returned to 
Talamh with her friend Marco. In Talamh, Breen is learning to embrace the powers of her 
identity. Marco is welcomed kindly by her people — and by Keegan, leader of the Fey — but 
one member of Breen’s bloodline is not there to embrace her. Her grandfather plots to destroy 
Talamh — and now all must unite to defeat his forces. There will be betrayal and bloodshed. 
Through it, Breen will take the next step on the journey to becoming all she was born to be.

THE MIDNIGHT LOCK
A Lincoln Rhyme Novel
Jeffery Deaver
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #5 TITLE
A woman awakes in the morning to find that someone has picked her apartment’s supposedly 
impregnable door lock and rearranged personal items, even sitting beside her while she slept. 
The intrusion, the police learn, is a message to the entire city of carnage to come. Lincoln 
Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are brought in to investigate and soon learn that the sociopathic 
intruder, who calls himself “the Locksmith,” can break through any lock or security system ever 
devised. With more victims on the horizon, Rhyme, Sachs, and their stable of associates must 
follow the evidence to the man’s lair and discover his true mission.

W. E. B. GRIFFIN ROGUE ASSET BY ANDREWS & WILSON
A Presidential Agent Novel
Brian Andrews and Jeffrey Wilson
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #7 TITLE
Secretary of State Frank Malone has been kidnapped. President Natalie Cohen is left with 
several unacceptable options. It’s time to think outside the box, and that can only mean one 
thing: the revival of the Presidential Agent program. Cohen calls for Charley Castillo to direct a 
new Presidential Agent, one Captain P. K. “Pick” McCoy, USMC. Charley may be too old to kick 
down doors and take names, but Killer McCoy is just the man to get the job done. Together, 
they'll track the kidnapped secretary from Cairo to sub-Saharan Africa.

  |  ISBN: 9781432893187  |  $38.99 U.S. 
Fantasy  |  Releases 12/1/2021 |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  ISBN: 9781432893170  |  $37.99 U.S. 
Thriller  |  Releases 12/1/2021 |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  ISBN: 9781432893118  |  $37.99 U.S.  
Adventure  |  Releases 12/7/2021  |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
mailto:gale.printorders%40cengage.com?subject=Large%20Print%20Order
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893187/the-becoming-the-dragon-heart-legacy-book-2
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CORE  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

SOMEONE PERFECT
A Westcott Novel
Mary Balogh
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #8 TITLE
Justin Wiley has been Earl of Brandon for six years. A dark, dour man, he nonetheless takes 
it as his responsibility to care for his half-sister Maria when her mother dies. Maria loathes 
Justin, and her friend Lady Estelle Lamarr can see how his very name upsets her. When Justin 
invites Estelle and her brother to accompany Maria to Everleigh Park to help with her distress, 
she agrees for Maria’s sake. As secrets unravel in Maria’s homecoming, Justin, too, uncovers 
his desire for a countess. And, while he may believe he’s found an obvious candidate in Lady 
Estelle, she's most certain that they could never make a match.

THE LAST DANCE OF THE DEBUTANTE
Julia Kelly
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
To appease her traditional mother, aspiring university student Lily Nichols agrees to become a 
debutante and do the Season, a string of countless balls and cocktail parties. In doing so, she 
befriends two women: the cool and aloof Leana Hartford whose apparent perfection hides a 
darker side and the ambitious Katherine Norman who dreams of a career once she helps her 
parents find their place among the elite. The effervescence of the Season evaporates once Lily 
learns a secret that threatens to destroy her family. Faced with a dark past, she’s forced to ask 
herself what really matters: her family legacy or her own happiness.

AN IRISH COUNTRY YULETIDE
An Irish Country Novel
Patrick Taylor
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
GLOBE & MAIL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
December 1965. Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly, his colleague Barry Laverty, and their friends, 
neighbors, and patients are enjoying their favorite holiday traditions. There’s even the promise 
of snow in the air, raising the prospect of a white Christmas. The season brings its fair share 
of challenges as well, including a black-sheep brother hoping to reconcile with his estranged 
family, a worrisome outbreak of chickenpox, and a sick girl whose faith in Christmas is in 
danger of being crushed. It’s up to O’Reilly to play Santa, both literally and figuratively, to make 
sure Ballybucklebo has a Christmas it will never forget!

  |  ISBN: 9781432893125  |  $36.99 U.S.  
Regency Romance  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  ISBN: 9781432893132  |  $35.99 U.S.  
Historical Fiction  |  Releases 12/7/2021  |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

ISBN: 9781432892388  |  $34.99 U.S.  
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Core 5, 6, 7 & 8.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893125/someone-perfect-a-westcott-novel
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CORE  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

CHRISTMAS IN PEACHTREE BLUFF
The Peachtree Bluff Series
Kristy Woodson Harvey
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
When the Murphy women are in trouble, they know they can turn to their mother, Ansley. So 
when Caroline and her husband announce they're divorcing and 15-year-old Vivi acts out in 
response, Caroline can’t think of anything to do besides leave her with Ansley for the holidays. 
As a storm heads toward Peachtree Bluff, Ansley and her husband are grateful they’re 
planning to leave, but Vivi’s recklessness forces the trio to shelter in place. The circumstances 
become dire, and the Murphy sisters set sail on Caroline’s boat, determined to rebuild their 
town — as well as their family.

ONCE THERE WERE WOLVES
Charlotte McConaghy
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AND INDIE BESTSELLER
INSTANT LOS ANGELES TIMES AND WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER
2022 ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR FICTION LONGLIST
#1 INDIE NEXT PICK 
BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB SELECTION
Inti Flynn arrives in Scotland with her twin sister, Aggie, to lead a team of biologists tasked with 
reintroducing 14 gray wolves into the Highlands. Inti is not the woman she once was, changed 
by the harm she’s witnessed — inflicted by humans on both the wild and each other. Yet as 
the wolves surprise everyone by thriving, Inti begins to let her guard down, even opening 
herself up to the possibility of love. When a farmer is found dead, she knows where the 
town will lay blame. Unable to accept her wolves could be responsible, Inti makes a reckless 
decision to protect them. But if the wolves didn’t make the kill, then who did?

A MOST CLEVER GIRL
A NOVEL OF AN AMERICAN SPY
Stephanie Marie Thornton
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Harrowing anecdotes and juicy spycraft will keep readers turning the pages.” — Publishers Weekly

Recruited by the American Communist Party to spy on fascists at the outbreak of World 
War II, Elizabeth Bentley — code name Clever Girl — finds she has an unexpected gift for 
espionage. After falling desperately in love with her handler, Elizabeth learns he's actually a 
Russian spy. Together, they build the largest Soviet spy network in America. However, once 
the U.S. and U.S.S.R. become embroiled in the Cold War, Elizabeth will dangerously clash 
with the NKVD, the brutal Soviet espionage agency. As Catherine Gray listens to Elizabeth’s 
harrowing tale, she discovers that the women’s lives are linked in shocking ways.

ISBN: 9781432893149  |  $31.99 U.S.  
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Core 6, 7 & 8.

ISBN: 781432893156  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Women's Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Core 7 & 8.

ISBN: 9781432893163  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Historical Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Core 8.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
mailto:gale.printorders%40cengage.com?subject=Large%20Print%20Order
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
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WHEELER HARDCOVER  I  60 hardcover titles each year for about $1,623.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

BEAUTIFUL WORLD, WHERE ARE YOU
Sally Rooney
INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
INDIE NEXT PICK
“[A] work of both philosophy and romantic tragicomedy about the ways people love and hurt one another.” 
— starred, Kirkus

A new novel by Sally Rooney, the internationally bestselling author of Normal People and 
Conversations with Friends. Alice, a novelist, meets Felix, who works in a warehouse, and asks 
him if he’d like to travel to Rome with her. In Dublin, her friend Eileen slips back into flirting 
with Simon, a man she's known since childhood. They're still young — but life is catching up 
with them. They desire each other, they delude each other, they get together, they break 
apart. They have sex, they worry about sex, they worry about their friendships and the world 
they live in. Will they find a way to believe in a beautiful world?

THE GREAT GLORIOUS GODDAMN OF IT ALL
Josh Ritter
“Sweeping and magic-filled . . . Ritter lyrically evokes a town fused to the logging industry by necessity and 
devotion through Weldon’s anecdotal narration, which resonates with a shimmery, deep-seated humanity. 
Ritter scores another hit.” — Publishers Weekly

In Cordelia, Idaho, 99-year-old Weldon Applegate recounts his life, filled with tales of murder, 
mayhem, and bootlegging. It’s the story of forests brewing with ancient magic, and Weldon’s 
struggle to keep his father’s inherited timber claim, the Lost Lot, from the clutches of Linden 
Laughlin. Ever since Weldon stepped foot in the deep Cordelia woods as a child, he dreamed 
of joining the ranks of his ancestors in their adventures. Local legend says their family line 
boasts some of the greatest lumberjacks to ever roam the American West, but the jacks are 
dying out, and it’s up to Weldon to defend his family legacy.

WEST SIDE STORY
A NOVELIZATION
Irving Shulman

The classic novelization of one of Broadway’s most enduring and beloved musicals.
Maria is young and innocent and has never known love — until Tony. And Tony, searching 
for life beyond the savagery of the streets, has discovered love for the first time with her, too. 
But Maria’s brother is the leader of the Sharks and Tony had once led the rival Jets. Now, both 
gangs are claiming the same turf and with tensions rising to the point of explosion, it seems 
there's no way to stop a rumble. Tony promised Maria that he'd stay out of it. But will he be 
able to keep his word or will their newfound love be destroyed by violence or even death?

ISBN: 9781432893354  |  $36.99 NCR 
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

ISBN: 9781432892005  |  $34.99 U.S.  
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Wheeler Hardcover 4 & 5.

ISBN: 9781432893194  |  $31.99 U.S.  
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Wheeler Hardcover 5.

Image
Not

Available

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893354/beautiful-world-where-are-you
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432892005/the-great-glorious-goddamn-of-it-all
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893194/west-side-story-a-novelization
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HISTORY FACT AND FICTION  I  24 hardcover titles each year for about $612.

BIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIR  I  24 hardcover titles each year for about $612.

25%

25%

STANDING 
ORDER

STANDING 
ORDER

OFF

OFF

THE BOOKSELLER'S SECRET
A NOVEL OF NANCY MITFORD AND WWII
Michelle Gable
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“. . . enriched with cameos by historical figures 
and authentic, memorable characters.” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

In 1942, London, Nancy Mitford is 
eager for distraction and desperate 
for income. She jumps at the chance 

to manage the Heywood Hill bookshop while the owner 
is away at war. When a mysterious French officer insists 
she has a story to tell, Nancy must decide if picking up the 
pen again and revealing all is worth the price she might 
be forced to pay. Eighty years later, Heywood Hill is abuzz 
with the hunt for a lost wartime manuscript written by 
Nancy Mitford. For one woman desperately in need of 
a change, the search will reveal not only a new side to 
Nancy, but an even more surprising link between the past 
and present.

MADE IN CHINA
A MEMOIR OF LOVE AND LABOR
Anna Qu
A LIBRARY JOURNAL TITLE TO WATCH
“A nuanced examination of complicated 
ripple effects of intergenerational 
emigration.” — Library Journal

As a teen, Anna Qu is sent by her 
mother to work in her family’s 
garment factory in Queens. But 

instead of acquiescing, Qu alerts the Office of Children 
and Family Services, an act with consequences that 
impact the rest of her life. Nearly 20 years later, 
estranged from her mother and working at a Manhattan 
start-up, Qu requests her OCFS report. When it arrives, 
key details are wrong. Faced with this false narrative, and 
on the brink of losing her job as the once-shiny start-up 
collapses, Qu looks once more at her life’s truths, from 
abandonment to an abusive family to seeking dignity 
and meaning in work.

OPERATION PEDESTAL
THE FLEET THAT BATTLED TO MALTA, 1942
Max Hastings
“Hastings initiates 250 pages of gripping 
fireworks and insights that continue well past 
Aug. 15, when five battered merchantmen 
limped into Malta’s harbor.” 
— starred, Kirkus

In 1940, Hitler ordered the Wehrmacht 
to seize Crete, allowing the British 

bastion of Malta to remain in Allied hands. Over the fall of 
1941, the Royal Navy and RAF used the island to launch 
a campaign against the Germans. A succession of British 
attempts to supply and reinforce the island by convoy 
during the spring and summer of 1942 failed. British 
submarines and surface warships were withdrawn, and the 
remaining forces were on the brink of starvation. Operation 
Pedestal chronicles the ensuing British mission to save 
those troops.

AGATHA CHRISTIE
FIRST LADY OF CRIME
H. R. F. Keating, editor
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
“In her delightful intro, [Sophie] Hannah 
argues not just that Christie is one of the 
mystery-writing greats but that she's one of 
the giants of literature who belongs alongside 
Shakespeare and Jane Austen on the Mount 
Rushmore of books.” ― The Star Tribune

Agatha Christie was not only the most successful author 
of detective stories the world has ever known, she was 
also a mystery herself, giving only the rarest interviews 
— declining absolutely to become any sort of public 
figure. Distinguished crime novelist H. R. F. Keating brings 
together a dozen noted writers to throw light on the 
ever-intriguing Dame Agatha. Some essays analyze 
Christie’s art itself; some explain the reasons for her 
success. The myriad of angles explored are penetrating, 
affectionate, enthusiastic, analytical, and even funny. 
Together, they give insight into the life and work of the 
First Lady of Crime.

ISBN: 9781432893538  |  $33.99 U.S.  
Historical Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432893507  |  $33.99 U.S.  
Biography  |  Releases 12/1/2021

ISBN: 9781432893545  |  $33.99 NCR  
History/Nonfiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432893491  |  $32.99 U.S.
Biography  |  Releases 12/1/2021

NEW PLAN RELEASED MAY 2021!

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
mailto:gale.printorders%40cengage.com?subject=Large%20Print%20Order
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893538/the-booksellers-secret-a-novel-of-nancy-mitford-and-wwii
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893545/operation-pedestal-the-fleet-that-battled-to-malta-1942
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893507/made-in-china-a-memoir-of-love-and-labor
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893491/agatha-christie-first-lady-of-crime
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NONFICTION  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $900.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

THE AMERICAN EXPERIMENT
DIALOGUES ON A DREAM
David M. Rubenstein
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
AN INSTANT WALL STREET JOURNAL 
BESTSELLER
In this lively collection of conversations, 
some of our nations’ greatest minds 
explore the inspiring story of America 
as a grand experiment in democracy, 

culture, innovation, and ideas. Exploring the diverse 
make-up of our country’s DNA through interviews with 
historians, diplomats, music legends, and sports giants, 
The American Experiment captures the arc of a young 
country reinventing itself in real-time. Through these 
enlightening conversations, the American spirit comes 
alive, revealing the suffering, invention, ingenuity, and 
social movements that continue to shape our vision of 
what America is — and what it can be.

LONDON'S NUMBER ONE 
DOG-WALKING AGENCY
A MEMOIR

Kate MacDougall

“Readers will be delighted . . . This entertaining 
and lighthearted look at the life of a woman 
who took control of her own future is a perfect 
nonfiction crossover for fans of British chick lit 
like that of Sophie Kinsella.” — starred, Booklist

In 2006, Kate MacDougall was working at the venerable 
auction house Sotheby’s in London. After a clumsy accident 
nearly destroyed a precious piece of art, she quit Sotheby’s 
and embarked upon a new and very much improvised 
career walking some of the city’s many pampered pooches, 
branding her company “London’s Number One Dog-
Walking Agency.” With sharp wit, delightful observations, 
and plenty of canine affection, Kate reveals her 
unconventional coming-of-age story, as told through the 
dogs. One walk at a time, she journeys from a haphazard 
twentysomething to a happily settled adult.

ISBN: 9781432893521  |  $32.99 U.S.  
History/Nonfiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

ISBN: 9781432893514  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Biography  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Nonfiction 3.

MYSTERY
COLLECTION

ORDER NOW

From thrillers for readers’ with more grisly cravings 
to mellow cozies to appease fans with more delicate 
palates.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893521/the-american-experiment-dialogues-on-a-dream
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893514/londons-number-one-dog-walking-agency-a-memoir
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/category/collections/2021-mystery-collection
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THE LAST MONA LISA
Jonathan Santlofer
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
ONE OF PEOPLE MAGAZINE’S BEST BOOKS OF SUMMER
“Details of Florence, Paris, and New York City enhance the twisty plot, as does the insider view of the 
underground world of art collectors driven by deception, ego, and greed.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

August 1911: The Mona Lisa is stolen by Vincent Peruggia. Exactly what happens in the two 
years before its recovery is a mystery. Many replicas of the Mona Lisa exist, and more than 
one historian has wondered if the painting now returned to the Louvre is a fake, switched 
in 1911. Present day: Art professor Luke Perrone digs for the truth behind his most famous 
ancestor: Peruggia. His search attracts an Interpol detective with something to prove and an 
unfamiliar but curiously helpful woman. Soon, Luke tumbles deep into the world of art and 
forgery, a land of obsession and danger.

SLEEPING BEAR
A THRILLER
Connor Sullivan
“Sullivan nails it out of the gate with a story that moves with confidence.” — Publishers Weekly

Cassie Gale decides to take a few days in the Alaska wilderness before she starts her new 
job. When her dog is discovered injured at her wrecked campsite, her father knows this is 
more than a camping trip gone awry. Cassie’s not the first person to disappear and not all 
disappearances can be explained. Regaining consciousness in a Russian prison, Cassie finds 
herself trapped. Meanwhile, her father scours thousands of acres, only to realize she’s been 
taken by a nefarious adversary with the power of the Eastern Bloc behind it. He knows there’s 
a price to be paid, but he’s determined it won’t be his daughter.

THE FAMILY PLOT
Megan Collins
ON OVER 5 BEST BOOK LISTS
“Plausible suspects and complex characters match the well-crafted plot. This is an entertaining as well as 
chilling tale of family secrets, lies, and primordial fears.” — Publishers Weekly

Raised in a mansion deep in the woods and kept isolated by her true crime-obsessed parents, 
Dahlia Lighthouse is unable to move beyond the disappearance of her twin brother, Andy, 
when they were 16. Following her father’s death, the family makes a gruesome discovery: 
buried in their father’s plot is another body — Andy’s. Dahlia’s brother, Charlie, pours his 
energy into creating a family memorial museum; her sister, Tate, forges ahead with dioramas 
portraying crime scenes; and their mother affects a cheerful facade. As Dahlia grapples with 
her own grief, she realizes her eccentric family, and the mansion itself, may hold the answers 
to what happened to her twin.

ISBN: 9781432893309  |  $34.99 U.S. 
Thriller  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432893286  |  $33.99 U.S. 
Espionage  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432893293  |  $33.99 U.S. 
Suspense  |  Releases 12/15/2021

NEW PLAN RELEASED JUNE 2021!

THRILLER, ADVENTURE, AND SUSPENSE  I  25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

36 hardcover titles each year for 
about $927.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
mailto:gale.printorders%40cengage.com?subject=Large%20Print%20Order
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893309/the-last-mona-lisa
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893286/sleeping-bear-a-thriller
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893293/the-family-plot
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LET THE DEAD KEEP THEIR SECRETS
A Gilded Age Mystery
Rosemary Simpson

When Claire Buchanan shows Prudence and 
Geoffrey a postmortem cabinet photograph 
of her deceased twin sister and newborn 
niece, they express sadness but not 
surprise. What makes this death different 

is that Claire is convinced Catherine and her child were 
murdered. Catherine’s widower, Aaron Sorenson, is a cold, 
controlling man who swiftly remarried. To discover the 
truth and find evidence of Sorenson’s guilt, Geoffrey will 
delve into his past while Prudence casts herself as his next 
victim — putting her own life at grave risk.

SHOT CALLER
NYPD Negotiators
Jen J. Danna
“Danna’s convincing portrayal of the hostage 
negotiating process and life at Rikers keep the 
pages turning.” — Publishers Weekly

The Enhanced Supervision Housing unit is 
home to Rikers’ most dangerous offenders. 

When Gemma Capello gets word of an uprising at the 
ESH, she knows how much is at stake. Gemma begins 
negotiating with Kill Switch, a young, aggressive member 
of the Filero Kings gang. Navigating all sides, Gemma tries 
to stop the body count from rising. With disagreements 
and volatility increasing, the only certainty is that the next 
misstep may be a fatal one.

TENDER IS THE BITE
A Chet & Bernie Mystery
Spencer Quinn
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER
Chet and Bernie are contacted by a scared 
young woman who seems to want their 
help. Before she can even tell them her 

name, she flees in panic. In that brief meeting, Chet sniffs 
out a secret at the heart of the mystery he and Bernie are 
to solve. It’s a case with no client and no crime and yet 
great danger, with the duo facing a powerful politician. 
Hanging in the balance are the lives of two mistreated 
young women and the future of the whole state.

ANTIQUES CARRY ON
A Trash 'n' Treasures Mystery
Barbara Allan
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“This humorous cozy with its multiple plot twists 
is framed by close family relationships, a lovingly 
detailed setting, and information about antiques.” 
— Booklist

When Vivian Borne — true-crime writer, antiques dealer, 
and drama queen — and her co-author daughter Brandy 
travel to London in luxury to meet their new editor, they 
don't predict their vacation will end in murder. Plunged 
into a complex mystery, they have no choice but to carry 
on.

ISBN: 9781432893477  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Mystery  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Mystery 3, 4, 5 & 6.

ISBN: 9781432893453  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Mystery 5 & 6.

ISBN: 9781432893460  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Historical Mystery  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Mystery 4, 5 & 6.

ISBN: 9781432893446  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Mystery  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Mystery 6.

NIGHTHAWKING
A Detective Sergeant Adam Tyler Novel
Russ Thomas
“Every chapter ends with a narrative punch to the face.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

Under the cover of night, a figure climbs over the wall of the Botanical Garden. It’s a dicey 
location in the city center, but they’re on the hunt — only this time, the nighthawker unearths 
a body. Detective Sergeant Adam Tyler and Detective Constable Amina Rabbani are shunted 
onto the investigation. When the victim is identified as a Chinese national in the U.K. on a 
student visa, the case takes on new urgency. It becomes clear there’s more to her studies than 
meets the eye.

ISBN: 9781432893484  |  $33.99 U.S.  
Mystery  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Mystery 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.

OFF MYSTERY  I  72 hardcover titles each year for about $1,745.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893484/nighthawking
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/s?q=9781432893477
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893460/let-the-dead-keep-their-secrets
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893453/antiques-carry-on
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893446/shot-caller
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SOFTCOVER COZY MYSTERIES  I  48 softcover titles each year for about $972.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

A DEATH LONG OVERDUE
A Lighthouse Library Mystery
Eva Gates
“Exceptional . . . Cozy queen Gates (a pen 
name of Vicki Delany) is at the top of her 
game.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

Bertie James’ college class is having 
their 40th anniversary reunion. After 
the reception, some of the women 
take a walk, using flashlights to 

illuminate the path, but what’s scarier than the dark is 
finding the former director of the Lighthouse Library 
floating lifeless in the water. Helena Sanchez wasn’t much 
loved and spent the party being rude to almost everyone 
there. As a result, Lucy finds herself in deep water as she 
questions several suspects. She’ll have to batten down 
the hatches and fast before she’s left high and dry, and 
right in the killer’s crosshairs.

WREATHING HAVOC
A Garden Squad Mystery
Julia Henry

Lilly Jayne typically spends harvest 
season baking pies and crafting 
wreaths to enter in the library's annual 
fundraising contest. But this year, 
autumn opens on a somber note when 
local theater owner Leon Tompkin 
dies. His memorial sets the scene for 

a reunion of The Goosebush Players' best and brightest 
alumni, including Hollywood star, Jeremy Nolan, until 
someone plucks Jeremy from the spotlight, permanently. 
As dedicated theater volunteer Scooter McGee falls 
under suspicion, Lilly rakes through the piles of clues, 
but if she doesn't uncover the real killer soon, more than 
autumn leaves will be dropping in Goosebush.

INK AND SHADOWS
A Secret, Book and Scone Society 
Book 4
Ellery Adams
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“Lovers of reading and strong women will be 
impressed by this entertaining cozy packed 
with mystery, romance, and sisterhood.” 
— Kirkus

Known for her window displays, Nora Pennington decides 
to showcase fictional heroines like Matilda for Halloween. 
But a family-values group disapproves of the magical 
themes and wastes no time launching a modern-day 
witch hunt. Suddenly, former friends and customers are 
targeting not only Nora but a new shopkeeper, Celeste, 
who’s been selling CBD oil products. When someone puts 
an end to a life, it’s up to Nora and the society to sort out 
the clues before more bodies turn up and the secrets 
from Celeste’s past come back to haunt them all.

IT'S BEGINNING TO LOOK 
A LOT LIKE MURDER
A Catering Hall Mystery
Maria DiRico
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Mia’s busy with a full schedule of events 
at the family business, but her personal 
life is even more challenging. Her 
estranged mother has returned  and 

her lifelong friend Jamie has discovered a shocking secret 
about his past. He’s so angry that he starts hanging out 
with Lorenzo, who claims to be his long-lost brother even 
after it becomes clear that Lorenzo’s story is fake. Then a 
body turns up among the elves in a Santa’s-workshop lawn 
display, and Mia has a buffet of suspects to choose from. 
Amid the holiday celebrations, she intends to find out 
who’s the guilty party.

ISBN: 9781432893675  |  $26.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893651  |  $26.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893668  |  $26.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893644  |  $26.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 4.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
mailto:gale.printorders%40cengage.com?subject=Large%20Print%20Order
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893668/ink-and-shadows
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893675/a-death-long-overdue
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893651/wreathing-havoc
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893644/its-beginning-to-look-a-lot-like-murder
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I COULDN'T LOVE YOU MORE
Esther Freud
“Braiding the lives of mothers and daughters in England and Ireland across three generations, Freud explores 
the joys, heartbreaks, and aching enigmas of family bonds.” — Kirkus

It’s London 1960, and Aoife Kelly runs pubs with her husband, Cash. Their courtship began 
in wartime London, before they returned to Ireland with their daughters. One of these 
daughters — Rosaleen — moves back to London, where she begins an affair with the famous 
sculptor Felix Lehmann. When Rosaleen finds herself pregnant, she's evicted from her flat, 
dismissed from her job, and desperate to hide the secret from her family. Meanwhile, Kate, 
another generation down, lives in present-day London with her daughter and husband. Kate 
sets out to track down her birth mother, a search that leads her to a Magdalene Laundry in 
Ireland and the harrowing history it holds.

ANNE OF MANHATTAN
Brina Starler
“This is a sweet update to a classic story with an Anne Shirley fans will recognize and a Gilbert Blythe as 
dreamy as ever.” — Publishers Weekly

After an idyllic girlhood in Avonlea, Long Island, Anne has moved to Manhattan for grad 
school. When her archrival Gilbert Blythe shows up at Redmond College, Anne gets the shock 
of her life. Gil has been in California for the last five years. Now the handsome brunette is 
flashing his dimples at her like he hasn’t a care in the world. Paired with the same professor 
for their thesis, the two come to a grudging peace that turns into something much deeper. But 
when Gil seemingly betrays her, Anne realizes she should never have trusted Gilbert Blythe. 
She must come to terms with her old fears if she wants a happily-ever-after with the boy she’s 
always (secretly) loved.

MY KIND OF PEOPLE
Lisa Duffy
“Intensely real and deeply emotional, Duffy’s rich novel is worth savoring from the very first page.” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

On Ichabod Island, 10-year-old Sky becomes an orphan for the second time after an accident 
claims the lives of her adoptive parents. Grieving the death of his best friends, Leo’s life is 
turned upside down when he finds himself Sky’s guardian. Struggling to balance his new 
responsibilities and his marriage to his husband, Leo is supported by a community of 
neighbors. Maggie helps with Sky’s childcare. Her best friend Agnes invites Sky’s estranged 
grandmother to stay for the summer. Their neighbor Joe struggles with whether to tell all was 
not well in Sky’s house leading up to the accident. Among them all is a mysterious woman, 
drawn to Ichabod to fulfill a dying wish.

ISBN: 9781432893095  |  $26.99 U.S. 
Women's Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432893101  |  $25.99 U.S. 
Contemporary Romance  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432880828  |  $25.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021

NEW PLAN RELEASED JUNE 2021!

SOFTCOVER ROMANCE AND WOMEN'S FICTION  I  25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

36 hardcover titles each year 
for about $711.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893095/i-couldnt-love-you-more
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893101/anne-of-manhattan
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432880828/my-kind-of-people
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DINNER ON PRIMROSE HILL
A Honey Creek Novel
Jodi Thomas
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“. . . memorable, refreshingly candid 
characters are sure to resonate, especially the 
strong female protagonists. Series fans will be 
delighted.” — Publishers Weekly

Benjamin Monroe’s colleague, Virginia Clark, has talked 
him into collaborating on a research project — studying 
the mating habits of college students. Virginia knows her 
desire to work with Benjamin is motivated by more than 
the potential prize money and hopes he might not be as 
indifferent as he seems. Ketch Kincaid, one of Benjamin’s 
students, needs something to get his mind off his recent 
breakup and collecting research data might do it. Soon 
enough, their project is gaining notoriety. No matter what 
the data determines, one conclusion seems inescapable: 
love follows its own rules.

THE CHRISTMAS ESCAPE
Sarah Morgan
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“Morgan’s latest Christmas tale, which 
has family, friends, romance, and secrets 
converging under the Northern Lights, will 
delight readers and give them the perfect 
excuse to snuggle up for a few hours with a 
cup of hot cocoa.” — Booklist

It was supposed to be Christy Sullivan’s perfect 
Christmas getaway — a trip to Lapland with her family 
and best friend, Alix — but facing a marriage crisis, 
Christy desperately needs time alone with her husband. 
Her solution? Alix can take Christy’s daughter to Lapland, 
and they'll reunite for Christmas Day. Alix knows 
something is wrong, but for the first time ever, Christy 
isn’t talking. Even the Arctic temperatures in Lapland 
aren’t enough to dampen the sizzle Alix is developing 
for Zac, a nemesis from her past. Can Christy and Alix’s 
Christmas escape give them the courage to fight for the 
relationships they want and save the gift of each other’s 
friendship?

CLAIMED
The Lair of the Wolven • Book 1
J. R. Ward
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
“Ward builds to a breathtaking finale with an 
impressively orchestrated twist, setting the bar 
high for the series to come.” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

Lydia Susi is passionate about 
protecting wolves. When a hotel chain 

develops a tract of land next to the preserve, Lydia is 
one of the most vocal opponents and becomes a target. 
One night, a shadowy figure threatens Lydia’s life in the 
forest, and a new hire at the Wolf Study Project comes 
to save her. Daniel Joseph is someone she intrinsically 
wants to trust, but is he hiding something? As the stakes 
get higher, and one of Lydia’s colleagues is murdered, she 
must decide how far she'll go to protect the wolves. Then 
a shocking revelation about Daniel challenges Lydia’s 
reality. Will a soul-shattering loss ruin her forever?

FREED
Fifty Shades of Grey Series
E. L. James
INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER
INSTANT WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER
Relive the sensuality, the romance, and 
the drama of Fifty Shades Freed through 
the thoughts, reflections, and dreams of 
Christian Grey.

You're invited to the wedding of the decade, when Christian 
Grey will make Anastasia Steele his wife. Their passion 
burns hotter and deeper than ever, but Ana’s defiant spirit 
continues to stir Christian’s darkest fears and tests his need 
for control. As old rivalries and resentments endanger them 
both, one misjudgment threatens to tear them apart. Can 
Christian overcome the nightmares of his childhood and 
the torments of his youth? And once he’s discovered the 
truth of his origins, can he find forgiveness and accept Ana’s 
unconditional love? Can Christian finally be freed?

ISBN: 9781432893583  |  $32.99 U.S.  
Contemporary Romance |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893576  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Contemporary Romance  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Romance 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893569  |  $32.99 U.S.  
Contemporary Romance  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893552  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Contemporary Romance  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Romance 4.

ROMANCE  I  48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,170.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
mailto:gale.printorders%40cengage.com?subject=Large%20Print%20Order
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893583/dinner-on-primrose-hill
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893569/claimed
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893576/the-christmas-escape
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893552/freed
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IN EVERY MIRROR SHE'S BLACK
Lola Akinmade Åkerström
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
“Åkerström powerfully conveys all of the women's experiences with race.” — Publishers Weekly

Successful marketing executive Kemi Adeyemi is lured from the U.S. to Sweden by Jonny 
von Lundin, CEO of the nation’s largest marketing firm, to help fix a PR fiasco involving a 
racially tone-deaf campaign. A chance meeting with Jonny in business class en route to the 
U.S. propels former model-turned-flight-attendant Brittany-Rae Johnson into a life of wealth, 
luxury, and privilege as the object of his unhealthy obsession. Refugee Muna Saheed, who 
lost her entire family, finds a job cleaning the toilets at Jonny’s office as she works to establish 
her residency in Sweden and, more importantly, seeks connection and a place she can call 
home.

WHEN STARS RAIN DOWN
Angela Jackson-Brown
“This is a powerful Own Voices contribution to the historical fiction genre.” — starred, Library Journal

The summer of 1936 in Parsons, Georgia, is unseasonably hot. Opal Pruitt and her Grandma 
Birdie work as housekeepers for the white widow Miss Peggy. When the Ku Klux Klan 
descends on Opal’s neighborhood, the community is shaken in every way possible. Parsons’ 
residents are forced to acknowledge the unspoken codes of conduct in their town. To 
complicate matters, Opal finds herself torn between two romantic interests — the son of 
her pastor, Cedric Perkins, and the white grandson of the woman she works for, Jimmy Earl 
Ketchums. Faced with love, loss, and a harsh awakening to an ugly world, Opal holds tight to 
her family and faith — and the hope for change.

ONE CHRISTMAS WISH
A Catalina Cove Novel
Brenda Jackson
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Vaughn Miller’s career was abruptly ended by a wrongful conviction and two years in prison. 
When he's exonerated and his name cleared, he feels he can hold his head up again. Sierra 
Crane escaped a disastrous marriage. Determined to make it on her own, Sierra opens a soup 
café. Complication is the last thing she needs, but the moment Vaughn walks in, she can’t 
keep her eyes off the smoldering loner. Vaughn knows she’s the one. Sierra can’t deny the way 
Vaughn makes her feel, but she’s been burned before. With Christmas approaching, it'll be up 
to Sierra to decide if her one Christmas wish — true happiness — will come true.

ISBN: 9781432893774  |  $32.99 U.S. 
Women’s Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021 |  Available in Black Voices 2 & 3.

ISBN: 9781432893439  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Women’s Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021 |  Available in Black Voices 2 & 3.

ISBN: 9781432893590  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Romance  |  Releases 12/15/2021 |  Available in Black Voices 3.

OFF BLACK VOICES  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $864.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893774/in-every-mirror-shes-black
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893439/when-stars-rain-down
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893590/one-christmas-wish
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THE CHRISTMAS VILLAGE
Somerset Lake • Book 2
Annie Rains
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Lucy Hannigan has inherited her childhood home. With the holidays coming, the pressure is 
on to decorate the house for the annual lights competition and maintain her parents’ winning 
streak. But Lucy has her hands full as a midwife and a new landlord — to her ex-fiancé. When 
Miles Bruno is suddenly asked to move out of his rental home, he’s grateful to Lucy for taking 
him on as a tenant. But sparks still fly between them, and he’d give anything to get back in 
Lucy’s good graces. To do that will take much more than tree trimming and house decorating. 
Will one grand romantic gesture on Christmas Eve finally soften her heart?

THE MATCHMAKER'S LONELY HEART
Nancy Campbell Allen
“Allen expertly combines mystery and romance into a fast-paced tale complete with plenty of surprises and a 
central relationship founded on mutual admiration and respect.” — Publishers Weekly

London 1885. When police detective Michael Baker meets Amelie Hampton, he's captured by 
her beauty and quick mind. When a woman’s body is pulled from the river, Michael suspects 
the husband — Harold Radcliffe — of foul play. Amelie refuses to believe Harold is capable 
of such violence but agrees to help. Her social connections and clever observations prove 
an asset to the case, and Amelie is determined to prove Radcliffe’s innocence. But Amelie 
and Michael realize Radcliffe is hiding more than one secret, and when his attention turns to 
Amelie, Michael must put an end to this case before the woman he loves comes to harm.

FOREVER WITH YOU
A Sapphire Springs Novel
Barb Curtis
“Fans of Susan Wiggs will find this heartwarming romance to their liking.” — Library Journal

Jay Wynter left Sapphire Springs to build a career from scratch. Now that he’s successor to 
Wynter Estate, Jay must return to his hometown to face everything he left behind. Leyna 
Milan knows family legacies come with strings attached, but she’s determined to prove 
she can run her family’s restaurant. Of course, Leyna never expected that honoring her 
grandfather’s wishes meant opening a second location on her ex’s property — or having to 
ignore Jay’s sexy grin and guard the heart he shattered years before. As they work closely 
together, she begins to discover that maybe first loves deserve a second chance.

ISBN: 9781432893408  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Contemporary Romance  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432893415  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Regency Romance  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432893392  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Romance  |  Releases 12/15/2021

CLEAN READS  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $846.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!
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A HAVEN FOR CHRISTMAS
North Country Amish • Book 3
Patricia Davids
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
An accident landing an Englischer on Becca Beachy’s farm isn’t quite the peaceful Christmas 
she expected. But with the widow struggling after an emergency, Tully Lange’s help is a 
blessing. Now Becca’s determined to give the cowboy a true Amish Christmas, but as she falls 
for him, she knows their love is forbidden. Will this be the start of forever or the beginning of 
goodbye?

WIFE ON HIS DOORSTEP
Redemption's Amish Legacies • Book 3
Patricia Johns

When Miriam Lapp arrives unannounced at her estranged husband’s house, she has no 
intention of staying, but she can’t walk away when Amos’ ailing grandmother needs a woman’s 
support. She’ll help temporarily, then leave to start her own Amish business. Spending time 
together makes Miriam and Amos question their past mistakes. Can a once mismatched 
couple find love ten years later?

THE AMISH TEACHER'S DILEMMA
North Country Amish • Book 2
Patricia Davids
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“This sweet, inspirational romance offers a fast and easy read.” — The New York Journal of Books

Taking a schoolteacher position in another district is just the change Amish spinster Eva 
Coblentz needs. With her new neighbor, blacksmith Willis Gingrich, struggling to raise his 
three orphaned siblings, Eva is determined to help them heal. When her relatives insist she 
come home, Eva must choose between the life she left and the one she’s growing to love.

ISBN: 9781432885717  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432889142  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021

ISBN: 9781432893422  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021

AMISH FICTION  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $846.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

NEW PLAN RELEASED APRIL 2021!

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
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CHRISTIAN FICTION  I  48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,173.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

MAKE YOU FEEL MY LOVE
Robin Lee Hatcher
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
CAROL AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
CHRISTY AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
RITA AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
After escaping an abusive relationship, 
Chelsea Spencer flees to Chickadee 
Creek — the town where her great 
aunt Rosemary owns an antique shop. 

Liam Chandler was one film away from a leading role 
when his brother Jacob was stricken with cancer. After 
spending the last months of Jacob’s life with him in Boise, 
Liam heads to the vacation home he built outside of 
Chickadee Creek to get back on track. While working in 
the antique shop, Chelsea finds an old violin. She soon 
learns it's very valuable and once belonged to Liam’s 
great-great-grandmother. Drawn together, Chelsea and 
Liam begin to find answers for their present and the 
future God has in store for them.

STAR OF PERSIA
ESTHER'S STORY
Jill Eileen Smith
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
To complete a war, King Xerxes 
calls every official in his kingdom 
to his palace to strategize. When 
they leave, he decides on one more 
week of frivolity, which ends in the 
banishment of his favorite wife. When 

he discovers Esther, Xerxes is sure he has a second 
chance at happiness. Esther could never have imagined 
she'd end up as queen of Persia yet she knows better 
than to become complacent. Xerxes’s closest advisor has 
a dangerous grudge against Esther’s adoptive father. 
Caught in the middle of palace politics, Esther will find 
herself in an impossible position: risk her life or consign 
her people to annihilation.

HOSTILE INTENT
Danger Never Sleeps • Book 4
Lynette Eason
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
CAROL AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Ava Jackson entered the military shortly 
after high school, but her mother's 
illness has forced her to request an 
early discharge. There's no way she's 
going to let her mother die alone. After 

a visit to the nursing facility where her mother lives, Ava is 
attacked walking back to her car. Fortunately, FBI Special 
Agent Caden Denning arrives in time to help fight off her 
attacker. Caden reveals to Ava that she may hold the key to 
the murders of three families, and he needs her help. The 
hits show a pattern, and clearly the killer has an agenda. If 
Caden and Ava can't discover what it is, Ava may be next 
on the hit list.

SAFE HOUSE UNDER FIRE
Elisabeth Rees

Bank clerk Lilly Olsen’s the only witness 
who can identify a vicious conman — 
and nobody who’s seen his face has 
ever lived to testify. While entering 
protective custody with FBI agent David 
McQueen is necessary, the pair can’t 
agree on anything when it comes to 
managing Lilly’s teen daughter. And 
everywhere they go, danger follows. 
Is it just coincidence or has someone 
betrayed them?

ISBN: 9781432893033  |  $33.99 U.S.  
Christian Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432879761  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Christian Historical Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Christian Fiction 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893347  |  $32.99 U.S.  
Christian Mystery  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432880781  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Romantic Suspense  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Christian Fiction 4.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
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CHRISTIAN ROMANCE  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $828.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

LOVE ON THE RANGE
Brothers in Arms • Book 3
Mary Connealy
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
While his brothers search for who shot him, Wyatt Hunt is bedridden and miserable. 
Somehow Molly Garner's limited skills have made her the most qualified to care for him. Even 
worse than his grumpiness were the few moments when he pulled at her heartstrings. When 
alternate plans fall through, Molly volunteers to help investigate nearby ranch owner Oliver 
Hawkins, hoping to find clues to prove his nefarious past. Wyatt offers to act as Hawkins's new 
foreman. When another Pinkerton agent gets shot, they realize Hawkins isn't the only danger. 
The Hunt brothers will have to band together to face all the troubles that surround them.

TACOS FOR TWO
Betsy St. Amant

Rory Perez, a food truck owner who can't cook, is struggling to keep the business out of the 
red and a contest during Modest's annual food truck festival seems the best way to do it. The 
prize money could give her a solid financial footing. Then maybe Rory will have enough time 
to meet the man she's been talking to online. Jude Strong is tired of being at his father's law 
firm, and the food truck festival seems like the perfect opportunity to dive into his passion for 
cooking. Complications arise when Rory's chef gets mono and she realizes she has to cook 
after all. Then Jude discovers his stiffest competition is the same woman he's been falling for 
online.

CARVED IN STONE
The Blackstone Legacy • Book 1
Elizabeth Camden
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
RITA AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Gwen Kellerman lives a quiet life as a botanist. She largely ignores her status as heiress to 
the Blackstone dynasty and hopes to keep her family's scandal behind her. Patrick O'Neill 
survived a hardscrabble youth to become a lawyer. He's proud of his work, even though 
he struggles to afford his law office. That changes when he accepts a case that is sure to 
emphasize the Blackstones' legacy by resurrecting a 30-year-old mystery. Gwen is tasked 
with getting Patrick to drop the case, but the mystery takes a twist. Now, Patrick and Gwen 
will be forced to decide if the risk they've always held dear is worth the reward.

ISBN: 9781432893330  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Christian Romance 2 & 3.

ISBN: 9781432893323  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Christian Romance 2 & 3.

ISBN: 9781432893316  |  $29.99 U.S. 
Christian Historical Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021  |  Available in Christian Romance 3.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893330/love-on-the-range
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HARDCOVER WESTERNS  I  48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,047.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

RED RIVER VENGEANCE
A Perley Gates Western
William W. Johnstone and 
J. A. Johnstone
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHORS
They rode into town like the Four 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse. Four 
armed outlaws bringing their own 
brand of hell to Paris, Texas. First they 

rob the First National Bank. Then they take a woman 
hostage as insurance. When Perley Gates learns that 
Becky Morris is in the hands of these tough customers, 
he rides alone to get her back. Perley manages to rescue 
the girl, but not before killing the gang's leader. Now he's 
incurred the wrath of the other three. Come hell or high 
water, Perley has to get Becky across the Red River before 
three vengeful devils make it flow with their blood.

INDIGO HEAVEN
Mark Warren

Clayton Jane, an ex-Confederate from 
Georgia, heads to Wyoming, where he 
reconstructs his life as a ranch foreman 
and righthand man for an English cattle 
baron. When the Englishman's sister 
visits with her husband and son, the 
ranch hands learn that the brother-
in-law has come to take over the 

ownership and begin to see signs that he's a wife-beater. 
When Clayt attempts to interfere, he finds himself in an 
awkward position. With these complications in place, Clayt 
is treated to a new level of troubles. A Pinkerton detective 
is sent to Laramie to investigate threats from a would-
be president-assassin, and Clayt finds himself on the 
Pinkerton's list of suspects.

FIRE MOUNTAIN AND 
OTHER SURVIVAL STORIES
A FIVE STAR QUARTET
Michael Zimmer, 
Johnny D. Boggs, Larry D. Sweazy, 
and Matthew P. Mayo
Hazel Rumney, Editor
AWARD-WINNING AUTHORS 
In The Buffalo Trace by Larry D. 
Sweazy, Hallie Mae Edson and her 

brother, Tom, join the newly formed Indiana Territorial 
Rangers. In Two Old Comanches by Johnny D. Boggs, 
imprisoned in an Army post in Florida, a Comanche 
warrior and his best friend attempt an escape. In Fire 
Mountain by Michael Zimmer, a crew of muleskinners 
finds itself caught between a mountain on fire and 
a band of killers. In Bloodline by Matthew P. Mayo, a 
kicked-cur, half-breed youth flees the wrath of Bull Barr, 
his brute of a grandfather.

RECKONING AT LOST HOPE
A Billy Young and Hugo Dorling Novel
Robert D. McKee

United States Deputy Marshals Hugo 
Dorling and Billy Young race across 
1890s Wyoming in search of killer 
Elijah Thorn. They must stop Thorn 
before he locates Ivan Kradec, an 
itinerant violin player, and 11-year-
old Abraham. The boy's father has 

dispatched Thorn with orders to return the boy to their 
cult in Nebraska and to kill Kradec and anyone who tries 
to stop him. The pursuit follows the old Oregon Trail, 
and the closer Billy and Hugo get to Thorn the more 
they realize that nothing they've encountered is as it first 
appeared, including who is the hunter and who is the 
prey.

ISBN: 9781432891176  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Western  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Hardcover Westerns 1, 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432878313  |  $28.99 U.S.  
Western  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Hardcover Westerns 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432873592  |  $29.99 U.S.  
Western  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Hardcover Westerns 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432871147  |  $27.99 U.S.  
Frontier Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021
Available in Hardcover Westerns 4.
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SOFTCOVER WESTERNS  I  36 softcover titles each year for about $711.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

THE DEVIL YOU KNOW
A Stoneface Finnegan Western
William W. Johnstone and J. A. Johnstone
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHORS
Stoneface Finnegan and his new partner are busy renovating The Last Drop Saloon when a 
stranger comes to town. He's nothing like the drifters, miners, and would-be outlaws who 
normally pass through Boar Gulch. Giacomo Valucci fancies himself an actor, but his all-
too-dramatic arrival is no act. He's come to kill Stoneface Finnegan. He's carving a path of 
mayhem and murder across the American West — and saving Stoneface Finnegan for the 
last act and the final curtain.

FLINTLOCK
Flintlock • Book 1
Jason Manning

In 1806 Aaron Burr is plotting to carve out his own empire by detaching the western states 
from the Union. President Thomas Jefferson suspects Burr but needs evidence. He turns to 
Flintlock Jones, a young Kentucky frontiersman. Enlisting a young naval officer, Lieutenant 
Jonathan Grove, Flintlock embarks on a mission of epic proportions as he pursues Burr 
and the man’s army of ruffians across the bloody ground of Kentucky and down the deadly 
Natchez Trace. Before Flintlock and Groves can stop Burr, the frontiersman is confronted by 
a ghost from his past, who has his own very personal mission: to kill Flintlock Jones.

PRODIGIES
Bob Armstrong

Prodigies focuses on three youths with uncanny abilities who converge on Deadwood 
in the late 1870s. The issues of the day — the collapse of Reconstruction, the economic 
depression of the 1870s, the slow rise of the union movement, the growing power of 
the Robber Barons, rapid immigration, and the beginnings of mass culture — shape the 
characters and the story.

ISBN: 9781432893835  |  $26.99 U.S. 
Western  |  Releases 12/15/2021 |  Available in Softcover Westerns 1, 2 & 3.

ISBN: 9781432892951  |  $25.99 U.S. 
Western  |  Releases 12/15/2021  |  Available in Softcover Westerns 2 & 3.

ISBN: 9781432878122  |  $25.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction  |  Releases 12/15/2021  |  Available in Softcover Westerns 3.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
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PAPERBACK BESTSELLERS  I  48 softcover titles each year for about $481.40% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

PIECE OF MY HEART
An Under Suspicion Novel
Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair Burke
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Another riveting page-turner from Mary 
Higgins Clark and her dazzling partner-
in-crime Alafair Burke.
Television producer Laurie Moran and 
her fiancee, Alex Buckley, are just days 
away from their mid-summer wedding, 

when things take a dark turn. Alex's seven-year-old 
nephew, Johnny, vanishes from the beach. A search party 
begins and witnesses recall Johnny playing in the water 
and collecting shells behind the beach shack, but no one 
remembers seeing him after the morning. As the sun sets, 
Johnny's skim board washes up to shore, and everyone 
realizes that he could be anywhere, even under water.

TRULY, MADLY, DEEPLY
The Baxter Family
Karen Kingsbury
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
When 18-year-old Tommy Baxter 
declares to his family that he wants 
to be a police officer after graduation, 
his mother, Reagan, won't hear of 
it. After all, she's still mourning the 
death of her own father on September 

11 and she's determined to keep her son safe from 
danger. But Tommy's father, Luke, is proud of Tommy's 
decision. He would make a kind and compassionate cop. 
When his girlfriend, Annalee, begins the fight of her life, 
Tommy is driven to learn more about the circumstances 
surrounding his birth and the grandfather he never knew. 
Secrets come to light that rock Tommy's world and he 
becomes determined to spend his future fighting crime 
and bringing peace to the streets. Or is this just his way to 
fight a battle he cannot win — the one facing Annalee?

FAITHLESS IN DEATH
An Eve Dallas Novel
J. D. Robb
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
When a young sculptor is found with 
the back of her head bashed in, Eve 
Dallas tracks down the wealthy Upper 
East Side woman who called 911, but 
the details don't add up. Gwen Huffman 
is comforted by her handsome fiance 

as she sheds tears over finding the body  — but why did it 
take an hour to report it and why is she lying about little 
things? As Eve and her team look into Gwen, her past, and 
the people around her, they find that the lies are about 
more than murder. Soon they're involved in a case that 
involves a sinister, fanatical group and a stunning criminal 
conspiracy.

THE OTHER EMILY
Dean Koontz
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLER
WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER
AMAZON CHARTS BESTSELLER
“A gripping and downright frightening book 
. . . genuinely captivating. Koontz remains a 
masterful storyteller in multiple genres, and 
this is one of his best.” ― starred, Booklist

A decade ago, Emily Carlino vanished after her car broke 
down on a California highway. Writer David Thorne still 
hasn't recovered from losing the love of his life, or from 
the guilt of not being there to save her. Then David meets 
Maddison Sutton, beguiling, playful, and keenly aware of 
all David has lost. What really takes his breath away is that 
everything about Maddison is just like Emily. Is she Emily? 
Or an irresistible dead ringer? What game is she playing? 
Whatever the risk in finding out, David's willing to take it 
for this precious second chance. It's been 10 years since 
he's felt this inspired, this hopeful, this much in love . . . 
and he's afraid.

ISBN: 9781432893606  |  $17.99 U.S.  
Thriller  |  Releases 12/8/2021
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893613  |  $17.99 U.S.  
Christian Fiction  |  Releases 12/8/2021
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893637  |  $18.99 U.S.  
Mystery  |  Releases 12/8/2021
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432893620  |  $17.99 U.S.  
Thriller  |  Releases 12/8/2021
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 4.
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YOUNG ADULT  I  24 hardcover titles each year for about $450.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

PUMPKIN
Dumplin' • Book 3
Julie Murphy
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Waylon Russell Brewer is an openly gay 
boy in the West Texas town of Clover 
City. His plan is to graduate, move to 
Austin with his twin sister, Clementine, 

and finally live his truth. When Clementine deviates 
from their plan, he creates an audition tape for his 
favorite TV drag show, Fiercest of Them All. As a result, 
Waylon is nominated for prom queen as a joke. Clem’s 
girlfriend, Hannah, also receives a joke nomination for 
prom king. Waylon and Hannah decide there’s only one 
thing to do: run — and leave high school with a bang. 
Along the way, Waylon will learn that the best plan for 
tomorrow is living for today . . . especially with the help 
of some fellow queens.

FORESTBORN
Elayne Audrey Becker

Rora is a shifter, as magical as all those 
born in the wilderness — and as feared. 
She uses her abilities to spy for the king. 
When a magical illness surfaces, Rora 
uncovers that Finley, the young prince 
and her best friend, has caught it. His only 

hope is stardust, the rarest of magical elements, found 
deep in the wilderness where Rora grew up — and to 
which she swore never to return. But for her only friend, 
Rora will brave the dark, magical wood, journeying with 
her brother and the obstinate, older prince who insists 
on coming. Together, they must battle an ever-changing 
landscape while escaping pursuers who want them dead. 
With war on the horizon, Finley’s is not the only life that 
hangs in the balance.

ISBN: 9781432892401  |  $24.99 U.S.  
Young Adult General Fiction  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Young Adult 1 & 2.

ISBN: 9781432891909  |  $24.99 U.S.  
Young Adult Fantasy  |  Releases 12/1/2021
Available in Young Adult 2.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE THESE UPCOMING RELEASES

Black Boy Joy
Kwame Mbalia, Editor 
9781432891749 
$22.99 U.S.

A Sitting in St. James
Rita Williams-Garcia 
9781432890490 
$24.99 U.S.

Endling #2: The First
Katherine Applegate
9781432890858 
$22.99 U.S.

The Renegade Reporters
Elissa Brent Weissman
9781432889005 
$22.99 U.S.

Instructions for Dancing
Nicola Yoon
9781432891763
$24.99 U.S.

The Shape of Thunder
Jasmine Warga
9781432890483 
$22.99 U.S.

Out of My Heart
Sharon M. Draper
9781432891732 
$22.99 U.S.

Welcome Back, Maple Mehta-
Cohen
Kate McGovern
9781432888305 
$22.99 U.S.

Sisters of the Neversea
Cynthia Leitich Smith
9781432890476 
$22.99 U.S.

You Have a Match
Emma Lord
9781432891756 
$24.99 U.S.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432892401/pumpkin
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# ISBN13 AUTHOR BS BSA SIM TITLE

LIST 
PRICE BIND SUB-GENRE

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 
STANDING ORDER

OPT 
#

RELEASE 
DATE

EDITOR’S CHOICE  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,906.20% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

Pg 7 9781432893118
Andrews, Brian 
and Jeffrey Wilson I s

W. E. B. Griffin Rogue Asset 
by Andrews & Wilson $37.99 HC Adventure Core 7 12/7/21

Pg 7 9781432893125 Balogh, Mary I s Someone Perfect $36.99 HC Regency Romance Core 8 12/1/21

Pg 6 9781432893170 Deaver, Jeffery I s The Midnight Lock $37.99 HC Thriller Core 5 12/1/21

Pg 6 9781432892128 Lescroart, John I s The Missing Piece $37.99 HC Thiller Core 6 12/1/21

Pg 4 9781432893088 Picoult, Jodi I s Wish You Were Here $38.99 HC Women's Fiction Basic 1 12/1/21

Pg 6 9781432893187 Roberts, Nora I s The Becoming $38.99 HC Fantasy Core 3 12/1/21

PUBLISHER'S SHOWCASE  I  24 hardcover titles each year for about $648.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

HARDCOVER GENRE VALUE  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $950.20% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

Pg 21 9781432891176
Johnstone, William W. 
and J. A. Johnstone I Red River Vengeance $30.99 HC Western Hardcover Western 12/15/21

Pg 15 9781432893583 Thomas, Jodi I Dinner on Primrose Hill $32.99 HC
Contemporary 
Romance Romance 12/15/21

Pg 7 9781432893132 Kelly, Julia s
The Last Dance 
of the Debutante $35.99 HC Historical Fiction Core 12/7/21

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
mailto:gale.printorders%40cengage.com?subject=Large%20Print%20Order
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
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DISTRIBUTION  I  320 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $6,677.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

AUTOPSY
A Scarpetta Novel
Patricia Cornwell
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Forensic pathologist Kay Scarpetta has 
returned to Virginia as the chief medical 
examiner. Finding herself the new girl in 
town once again after being away for many 

years, she’s inherited a legacy of neglect and potential 
corruption. Just weeks on the job, she’s called to a scene by 
railroad tracks where a woman’s body has been shockingly 
displayed, her throat cut down to the spine. As Scarpetta 
begins to follow the trail, it leads unnervingly close to her 
own historic neighborhood.

THESE PRECIOUS DAYS
ESSAYS
Ann Patchett
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
“The elegance of Patchett’s prose is seductive and 
inviting: with Patchett as a guide, readers will really 
get to grips with the power of struggles, failures, 
and triumphs alike.” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

Infused with the author’s grace, wit, and warmth, the 
pieces in These Precious Days resonate deep in the soul, 
leaving an indelible mark — and demonstrate why Ann 
Patchett is one of the most celebrated writers of our time.

FEAR NO EVIL
An Alex Cross Thriller
James Patterson
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Dr. Alex Cross and Detective John Sampson 
venture into the rugged Montana 
wilderness — where they'll be the prey. 
They’re not on the job, but on a personal 

mission. Until they’re attacked by two rival teams of 
assassins, controlled by the same mastermind who's 
stalked Alex and his family for years. Darkness falls. The 
river churns into rapids. Shots ring out through the forest. 
No backup. No way out. Fear no evil.

SHARPE'S ASSASSIN
Bernard Cornwell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“An irresistible combination of rousing military 
history, penetrating character analysis, and 
suspenseful martial intrigue . . . stirring British 
military history at its finest.” 
— Booklist on the Sharpe Series

Sharpe is back. Outsider. Hero. Rogue. And the one man 
you want on your side.

ISBN: 9780316297042 | $31.00 U.S. | Softcover
Suspense | Releases 12/15/2021 | Hachette Book Group
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

ISBN: 9780063157149 | $29.99 U.S. | Softcover
Adventure | Releases 12/15/2021 | HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

ISBN: 9780063112247 | $30.99 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 12/15/2021 | HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

ISBN: 9780063118034 | $28.99 U.S. | Softcover
Biography | Releases 12/15/2021 | HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

THE JUDGE'S LIST
John Grisham
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Lacy Stoltz is tired of her work for the Florida Board on Judicial Conduct and ready for a 
change; until she meets a mysterious woman who's so frightened she uses a number of 
aliases. Jeri Crosby’s father was murdered 20 years earlier in a case that remains unsolved and 
grown stone cold. Jeri has a suspect whom she has become obsessed with and has stalked for 
two decades. Along the way, she's discovered other victims. He's a judge, in Florida — under 
Lacy’s jurisdiction. He has a list, with the names of his victims and targets, all unsuspecting 
people unlucky enough to have crossed his path and wronged him in some way. How can 
Lacy pursue him, without becoming the next name on his list?

ISBN: 9780593168530 | $32.00 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 12/15/2021 | Random House
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780316297042/fear-no-evil
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780063157149/sharpes-assassin
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https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780063112247/autopsy-a-scarpetta-novel
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Actual Large Print covers may be different from those appearing in this catalog. Prices and release 
dates may change according to original publisher’s schedule and are subject to change without notice. 
All prices are in U.S. dollars. Special offers and discounts are available in the U.S. only.  
© 2021 Thorndike Press, a part of Gale, Cengage Learning.
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